Hot Stamping Machine ERUT R 230 L

For pairs of plates up to 115 mm and single plates up to 230 mm width.

The R 230 L is a powerful machine for hot stamping of plate pairs or wide plates.

In connection with the optional supporting table, the hot stamping machine R 230 L requires less than a square meter of space. It provides high hot stamping quality together with a safety level that exceeds the CE regulations for work safety by means of integrated rotation monitoring.

The low weight of the machine makes it for easy installation.
Hot Stamping Machine
ERUT R 230 L

Technical Data*:
Stamping width: up to 230 mm
Connection load**: AC, 230 V, 50 Hz, 1 phase,
Power consumption: 2 kW
Foil unwinder: mechanical brake
Foil rewinder: adjustable by potentiometer
Security: speed monitoring of hot stamping wheel
electronic temperature control
Dimensions: length: 910 mm, width: 610 mm, height: 600 mm
Weight: approx. 125 kg
Stamping speed: 2 m/min
Temperature range: up to 230° C

*Subject to alterations serving technical improvements. **Further voltage range on request.

Accessories for the ERUT R 230 L:

Additional foil unwinder
Article-No. 0730930

Supporting Table
Article-No. 7007024

You want to know more about the ERUT R 230 L? Contact us:
Erich Utsch AG . Marienhütte 49 . 57080 Siegen . Germany
Phone +49 (0) 271 3191-0 . Fax +49 (0) 271 3191-103 . info@utsch.com . www.utsch.com